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SETUP 
1. CHECK THE LEGACY DECK AND

PREPARE OBJECTIVES

Before you set up the game (and inevitably realize that you forgot 
to deal Player cards before shufAing in the Escalation cards), draw 
cards from the Legacy deck. Draw them one at a time and read 
them out loud. Follow the instructions on both sides of each card and 
continue drawing until you get to a card that says "PAUSE" or "STOP." 

The Legacy deck will tell you how to prepare your objectives for 
that month. 

Then collect any cards in the reserve that are needed for that month. 

2. PREPARE BOARD AND PIECES

Place the board in the center of the table. Place 1 safe house in each 
city marked with a permanent safehouse. For the prologue and 
January, this will be Washington only. 

Place the Threat Level marker on the leftmost space of the Threat 
Level track. 

Place the agents, Incident tokens, objective tokens, tracking 
tokens, teams, and remaining safehouses in separate supplies near 
the board. 

3. 
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4. ADD AGENTS TO THE BOARD

ShufAe the Threat cards and Aip over 3 of them. Place 3 agents into 
each city shown. Then Aip 3 more cards and place 2 agents into each 
city shown. Finally, Aip 3 more cards and place 1 agent into each city 
shown. Place the Aipped cards faceup into the Threat discard pile. 
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GAME END 

7. PREPARE THE PLAYER DECK

AND DEAL CARDS

As a group, choose and add Event cards equal to your 
current funding level to the Player deck. For both the 
prologue and the start of January, your funding level is 5, 
so simply include all five initial Event cards. 

ShufAe these Event cards and the City cards together, then 
deal cards to each player based on the player count. 

Players Cards 

2 Players 4 

3 Players 3 

4 Players 2 

Players keep their hands faceup at all times. 

I. Ch■ck Obj■di-s 
2. Ch■ckCiti,n 
3. Ch■ck L■gocy Dack 
4, Check Gome End Arec, 
5. Spend Budget 

2PlayeH:0 
3Play■,.,8 
.. ,1 .. ,.. .. ,0 
+O lf<1II ebjedivH c<1mplete 

6. Cleon Up 

Z HhH z!Qz!QS 

PLAYER TURN 

1. Check Surveillance 
2.Da4Actians 

3.MopUp 
4. Draw 2 Player Cords 
5. Draw Thr.at Cards 
Hand limit app/ie, ata/J lime, /U,ua//y 7 card,) 
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8. ADD ESCALATION CARDS TO THE

PLAYER DECK

Divide the remaining Player cards into 5 facedown piles, as equal in 
size as possible. Place smaller piles toward the right side of the row. 
ShufAe 1 Escalation card facedown into each pile. 

- -

11111 

PLACE RULE STICKER
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9. REASSEMBLE THE PLAYER DECK

Stack the Player card piles from left to right (so that the leftmost pile 
is on top) to form the Player deck. Place the Player deck on the board. 

10. CHOOSE CHARACTERS

AND ALIASES

Each player chooses a character. Give them the 
matching pawn, Reference card, and passport (in 
the prologue, take a temporary alias instead of a 
passport). Return any unused pawns, Reference cards, and passports 
to the box. 

Then, if characters have more than one alias, each player chooses 
which alias to start with. 

If all of a character's aliases have been burned, that player must either 
use a different character or a temporary alias instead. 

11. BEGIN PLAY

Gather all of the pawns and randomly select one. That player tokes 
the first turn. Place all pawns in Washington. 
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PLAYER TURNS 
During your turn, follow these 5 steps in order: 

.. Check Surveillance 

• DoActions 

• Mop Up 

• Draw 2 Player Cards 

• Draw Threat Cards 

After you have done all of these steps, the next player in clockwise 
order takes their turn. 

Players should freely give each other advice. Let everyone offer opinions 
and ideas. However, the player whose turn it is decides what to do. 

Your hand can have City and Event cards in it. City cards are used in 
some actions and Event cards can be played without using an action 
and even on other players' turns. 

G
PLACE RULE STICKER

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 
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PLACE RULE STICKER 1, 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

PLACE RULE STICKER II 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

0
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1. CHECK SURVEILLANCE

The Soviets are watching every minute of every day. 

If you start your turn in a city with surveillance, lose 1 cover for each 
surveillance symbol (®) in that city (max 3). 

Ignore this if there is a safehouse in your city. 

2. DO ACTIONS

Time is limited. You can't do everything you want. 

You can do up to 4 actions each turn. 

Select any combination of the following actions. You can do the same 
action several times, each time counting as 1 action. Your character's 
special abilities may change how an action is done. Some actions 
involve discarding a card from your hand; these discards go to the 
Player discard pile. 

DRIVE / FERRY 

� 

Move lo a, adj a coat ,;ty {ca""""d by a l;,o). 

COMMERCIAL FLIGHT 

i1 

� 
This action varies as follows: 

� 

Reveal an Allied City card in your hand to move to the 
matching city {revealed cards are not discarded). 

Discard a Neutral City card to move to the matching city. 

You cannot move to a Soviet city using the Commercial 
Flight action. 

UNRECORDED FLIGHT 

Discard the City card matching your city to move to any 
city on the board (including a Soviet city). 

- 10 - S E 6 R E 'f C )MH QOQOG 
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NEUTRALIZE AGENT 

• 

Remove an agent from your city and return it to the supply. 

... 

SHARE INTEL 

If there is another player in your city and you both agree to it, 
you can do one of the following: 

-0 Give the City card that matches your city to that player. 

-0 Take the City card that matches your city from that player. 

If the player who gets the card now has more than their hand limit 
(usually 7 cards), that player must immediately discard a card or play 
an Event card. 

BUILD SAFEHOUSE 

Discard a card matching your city to place a safehouse in 
your city. It will last for the rest of the game. If all safehouse 
pieces are in use, you can relocate a safehouse from another 

�-- city on the board to your city. Each city can have only 
one safehouse. 

Note: Unlike Pandemic, there is no "Shuttle Flight" action (you cannot 
move directly from one safehouse to another). 

IDENTIFY TARGET CITY 

While at a safehouse, discard 3 City cards matching 
your region to reveal an unknown target city of 
that region under an Objective card (see "Unknown 
Target Cities" to the right). 

For example, while in a safehouse in Africa, you may discard 3 Africa 
City cards to identify an unknown target city in Africa. This objective 
now has a known city. You must still complete the objective using the 
"Acquire Targets" action. 

ASSEMBLE TEAM 

f'l\lJ/11 While at a safehouse, discard 5 City cards matching 
-\\ 1 the affiliation of your city to place a team of that 

� affiliation there. 

If all af the teams of that affiliation are already on the board, you may 
relacate a team of that affiliatian from a different city to your city. 

DRIVE/ FERRY TEAM 

-
Move a team to an adjacent city. You do not have to be in 

-------► the city of the team you are moving. Multiple teams can be in 
the same city. Teams are not affected by surveillance (except 
through certain Incident effects). 

0
PLACE RULE STICKER 1

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

ACQUIRE TARGETS 

� Complete an objective with a known or unknown target city . 
'&J Remember to read the matching debrief entry . 

KNOWN TARGET CITIES 

To acquire targets in a known city, you 
must position an active team in the 
city shown on the card. Do the Acquire 
Targets action, mark the objective 
with a "Complete" token, and read its 
debrief entry. 

SEARCH FO;
OU>GUEOOJECT

� 

AGENT SABIK 
\!!) (@Accrui,.Ta

rgetin: 
� 1-jOVOSIBIRSK 

@ co.,,,.feted:R.oadDebrieff£1 
@Fail ... :ReadO.brialmJ 

Note that some objectives may require multiple active teams in a single 
city or one active team each in multiple cities. 

Prologue Example: To complete the "Search For Agent Sabik" obiective, 
players must do the Acquire Targets action while one active (Soviet) 
team is in Novosibirsk, after which they mark the obiective complete 
and read debrief entry 214. 

UNKNOWN TARGET CITIES 

Certain objectives have an unknown 
target city. You must still position an active 
team in a specific city, but you do not 
know which. 

During the game, you can discover the 
target city through process of elimination 
or by using the Identify Target City action. 

@co.,,,.feted:ReadDabrieflll 
@Fail ... :ReadO.bria!mJ 

SETTING UP AN UNKNOWN TARGET CITY 

You find and set up objective cards with unknown target cities as you 
draw and resolve cards from the Legacy deck. To set up an unknown 
target city: 

.. Remove all City cards listed on the objective from the Player 
deck. Prologue Example: For the "Retrieve Proiect MEDUSA 
Sample" obiective, remove all the Europe City cards . 

• Randomly place one of those cards facedown under the 
Objective card without looking at it. This card is the 
target city . 

• ShufAe the remaining City cards back into the Player deck. 

ELIMINATING POSSIBLE TARGET CITIES 
When you draw a card from the Player deck 
that matches the region of an unknown target 
city, you eliminate that city as a possible target 
(it cannot be the City card under the objective). 
Use the tracking tokens to mark which cities have 
been eliminated. 

ACQUIRING TARGETS IN AN UNKNOWN CITY 

To acquire targets in an unknown city, you must position active teams 
in the city (or cities) you think might be the correct city. Then, do the 
Acquire Targets action and reveal the City card under the objective. 

If you have an active team positioned in that city, mark the objective 
with a "Complete" token. Otherwise, mark it with a "Failed" token. In 
either case, immediately read the appropriate debrief entry. 

Important! You can place teams in multiple possible cities to increase 
your odds. As long as there is an active team in the correct city, the 
objective is complete. 

Z HhH z!Qz!QS 8 E 8 R. E T - 11 -
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UNKNOWN TARGET CITY EXAMPLE 
RETRIEVE PROJECT
MEDUSA SAMPLE

@---., 

Players have narrowed dawn the possible target cities in Europe ta 
Paris, Rome, and Prague: twa Allied cities and ane Soviet. 

� JU�KNoWNC/TYfNWltoPI, They position their Soviet team in Prague. They can position their 
Allied team in Paris or Rome. On a gamble, they place their Allied 

team in Rome and then do the Acquire Targets action. If the target city is either Prague or Rome, 
they'll successfully complete the objective. If it is Paris, they will fail. 

Given how the game was going, they didn't believe they would be able to assemble and position 
another Allied team in Paris to guarantee success. Ultimately, they decided it was worth the risk! 

• 
I PLACE RULE STICKER I 
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PLACE RULE STICKER I

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

PLACE RULE STICKER 1 
-

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

PLACE RULE STICKER , 
I 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

PLACE RULE STICKER 1 
-
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PLACE RULE STICKER i
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3. MOP UP
Your teams do what they were sent to do. 

Remove all agents in each city with an active team. 

PLACE RULE STICKER 1 
-

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

4. DRAW 2 PLAYER CARDS

We will try to help you. Sometimes the Soviets disrupt our plans. 

Draw the top 2 cards together from the Player deck . 

When you are about to draw, if there are fewer than 2 cards left in the 
Player deck, the game ends! Do not reshufAe the discard pile to form a 
new deck. See "Game End" on page 14. 

Hand Limit: If you are over your hand limit (usually 7 cards), 
immediately discard cards or play Event cards until you are at your limit. 

----------------------------
--------

PLACE RULE STICKER I 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

-----------------------------
-------

0 
BOGOTA 

ESCALATION CARDS 

If your draw includes any Escalation cards, do not add them to 
your hand (and do not draw replacement cards for them). Instead, 
immediately do the following: 

.. Increase Threat: Move the Threat Level marker 1 space to the 
right on the Threat Level track . 

• Add Agents: Draw the bottom card from the Threat deck. 
Place three agents in that city. Discard the drawn card to the 
Threat discard pile. 

• Intensify: ShufFle all cards in the Threat discard pile 
(including the one just drawn) and place them facedown on lop 
of the Threat deck. 

• 
PLACE RULE STICKER 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

Remember: When resolving an Escalation card, draw from the 
bottom of the Threat deck and shufAe only the cards in the Threat 
discard pile, placing them on lop of the existing Threat deck. 

It is rare but possible to draw 2 Escalation cards at once. In this case, do 
all the steps above once and then again. 

After resolving any Escalation cards, discard them. 

5. DRAW THREAT CARDS
The Soviets dispatch agents to infiltrate cities and cause incidents. 

One at a time, Aip over as many Threat cards from the top of the Threat 
deck as the current Threat level (indicated by the Threat Level track on 
the board). For each card Aipped over, place 1 agent on the matching 
city and discard the card to the Threat discard pile. 

If you would place a fourth agent 
on a city, an incident occurs 
instead. (Agents do not spread 
like disease outbreaks in other 
Pandemic games.) 

Z 111\H z!Qz!QS 8 E 8 R. E T - 13 -
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INCIDENTS 

When an incident occurs in a city, place one Incident token in that city. 
Any players in that city lose 1 cover from their current alias 
unless there is a safehouse in that city. A city can contain any 
number of Incident tokens. 

Then, immediately draw the bottom card from the Threat deck and apply 
the incident effect on the card (do not place an agent). Place this card 
in the Game End area (not the discard pile). 

INCIDENT EXAMPLE #I 
There is an incident in Paris. The 
players place an Incident token in 
Paris and then draw the bottom card 
from the Threat deck. The incident 
effect instructs them to remove a 

!z: SAFEHOUSE COMPROMISED 

� Remove 1 solehouse n South 
U America and return 11 to 

� 
!!!!: the supply fJ 

safehouse in South America. The players don't have a safehouse 
in that region, so the card has no effect. 

Some incident effects require you to place agents. If you would place a 
fourth agent in one or more cities, another incident occurs. 

Place an Incident token into each of the affected cities (players in those 
cities lose cover as normal). Draw another Threat card from the bottom 
of the Threat deck and apply its incident effect. Note that you draw 
only one Threat card, even if the previous incident effect placed 
multiple Incident tokens. 

If you must place an Incident token and there are none left in the supply, 
the game immediately ends! See "Game End" to the right. 

' PLACE RULE STICKER 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

1 PLACE RULE STICKER I 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

INCIDENT EXAMPLE #2 
Later in the game, there's 
another incident in Paris. 
A second Incident token 
is placed, and a card is 
drawn from the bottom of 
the Threat deck. It instructs 
the players to place an 
agent in every city with one 
or more Incident tokens 
in Europe. 

One agent is placed in 
Prague. Another would be 
placed in Paris, but there are 

!z SLEEPER CELLS ACTIVATE 

� Place an agent m every city 

� with 1 or more Incident tokens M 
- in Europe ,,l!l!f' 

already three agents there, so a third Incident token is placed, 
and another Threat card is drawn and another incident effect 
is applied. 

TURN END 
After drawing and resolving Threat cards, your turn is over. The next 
player in clockwise order tokes their turn. 

GAME END 
The game ends when any of the following occurs: 

� All objectives have o Completed or Failed token. 

� You cannot draw 2 Player cards because there are not enough 
cards left in the Player deck. 

� You need to place an agent, but the supply is empty. 

� You need to place an Incident token, but the supply is empty. 

PLACE RULE STICKER 

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

The game ends immediately, even if it is the middle of a player's turn. 
You cannot finish your turn, even if you would like to. 

After the game ends, proceed to "After the Game" on page 16. 

- 14 - S E 6 R E 'f C )MH QOQOG 
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AFTER THE GAME 
When playing the prologue, do only Steps 1, 4 and 6 (but read the 
other steps so you understand how they will work during the campaign). 

1. CHECK OBJECTIVES

Mark any incomplete objectives with a "Failed" token, read the 
appropriate debrief entry, follow any instructions in the debrief, and 
evaluate your team's status. 

ALL OBJECTIVES COMPLETE 

Your group is evaluated as SUCCEEDING. 

Proceed to the next month. Decrease your funding level by 1 (because 
you clearly don't need the help). Destroy the objectives for the month 
you finished. Record your evaluation and new funding level on the 
calendar on the back of the Debrief Book. 

1 OBJECTIVE FAILED 

Your group is evaluated as ADEQUATE. 

It'll have to be good enough: time is ticking. Proceed to the next month. 
Increase your funding level by 1. Destroy the objectives for the month 
you finished (including the one you failed). Record your evaluation and 
new funding level on the calendar on the back of the Debrief Book. 

2+ OBJECTIVES FAILED 

Your group is evaluated as FAILING. 

Increase your funding level by 2; we need to get back on track. Record 
your evaluation and new funding level on the calendar on the back of 
the Debrief Book. 

If this was your first attempt at the month, you must repeat the month. 
When you start the next game, mark any objectives that you completed 
in the first half of the month as COMPLETE (only possible once you have 
3 objectives, starting in May). 

If this was your second attempt at the month, proceed to the next 
month. Destroy the objectives for the month you finished (including 
any you failed). 

2. CHECK CITIES

Add a Surveillance sticker to cities that contain one or more Incident 
tokens. Add only one sticker regardless of how many Incident tokens 
are in the city. Do not skip this step, even if you plan to spend 
budgetary units on counter surveillance to offset the new 
surveillance stickers. 

Each city can have up to 3 surveillance. If a city already has 3, do not 
add any more, even if there are Incident tokens in that city at game end. 

PLACE RULE STICKER

HERE WHEN INSTRUCTED 

3. CHECK LEGACY DECK

If there is a PAUSE card at the top of the deck, you may be instructed to 
draw more cards. 

4. CHECK GAME END AREA

If there are any Threat cards in this area, place them into the Threat 
discard pile. 

5. SPEND BUDGET

Regardless of your group's evaluation, you 
choose upgrades at the end of each game. You 
receive budgetary units equal to the number 

4, Check Gome End Arec, 
5, Spend ■udget 

2Play•ra:e 
3Pl,:,yer1:0 
4Play•r1:0 

of players who just played that game plus an 
additional + 1 unit if you completed every objective. 

+O If all objectives complete 

6, Cleon Up 

ction, 

Costs are shown next to each upgrade, and unused 
units are lost and do not roll over from game to game. 

with l 

ty, swop @
card pile. t) 

ASSETS 

Add an Asset to any empty Asset 

I 
VleSA 

slot on a created alias (even for a ;� _....,.,. .. ._ Y'>""'"" � ..... ,�,,. 
character you did not use in that :.,,. • <••r•°"'""""' ., .. 

__.a; Q'[YE 

game). You cannot place assets on ""----======·-J 
aliases that have not been created 
yet, and you cannot place an asset over a liability or another asset. 
Each asset is usable only by the alias that has it. 

PERMANENT SAFEHOUSES 

Choose a city with a safehouse and place a permanent 
safehouse sticker near that city. At the start of each 
game, place a safehouse on each city with a permanent 
safehouse sticker. 

COUNTER SURVEILLANCE 

Place a counter surveillance sticker over a surveillance 
symbol on a city (either a sticker or starting surveillance). 
That city's surveillance is reduced by 1. 

6. CLEAN UP

·[ill· ■ II 

11 

Discard all Player cards and clear the board of all game pieces (but 
not stickers-those are permanent). These all reset for the start of the 
next game. 
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